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Hi there! We hear you’re leaving Singapore to explore a life
overseas, and we’re here to help you along.
No matter why you’re moving – be it a wonderful job or
educational opportunity, an adventurous spirit craving new
experiences, to be with family, or simply a desire to expand
your horizons and network – we hope you’ll find this a useful
guide for your exciting journey ahead.
Moving across borders can be daunting, but we want to
make it as seamless as possible. We have taken the liberty to
speak to those in our community who have walked this very
same path before, to build this one-stop resource of tips and
insights for moving from Singapore to abroad.
This guide covers tips for moving to Australia, China, the
United Kingdom and the United States of America, and you
can easily reach out to our Regional Representatives in these
countries should you need any recommendations.
If you are moving to a country outside of these four regions,
feel free to connect with us and we’d be happy to introduce
you with our Singaporean community leaders in the region.
We’re always one click away if there’s anything you’re looking
for that isn’t in this guide.
Cheers,
Singapore Global Network
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CONSIDERING
A MOVE
From visas to finances and
insurance, it’s important to
think about these 3 practical
considerations before
embarking on your journey.
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VISAS
If you’re looking to work overseas, you
will need a work permit visa. In select
countries, you can apply for a short-term
work permit visa. But those employed
on a longer-term basis will need foreign
employers to apply for it on your behalf.
Student work exchange programs can
legally assist students in obtaining a
short-term work permit visa. For unpaid
internships and volunteer positions, you
will need to check your host country’s
regulations to find out if it’s required.
It’s best to approach the embassy or
consulate of the country you will be
moving to check out the visa requirements
for specific countries.

FINANCIAL
PLANNING

If you’re travelling with a trailing
spouse and children who might require
dependent passes, or you’re looking to
relocate without a confirmed job, you can
find out more from the Singapore Ministry
of Foreign Affairs (MFA).

If you need professional help with financial planning, large banks can
offer good advice to help expats, as well as better and quicker services
such as cross-border wires and sometimes, better conversion rates
as well.

When considering your budget for the move, you should think about
putting some money aside for a rainy day – some would advise at least a
few months of salary as a buffer for you to get by for several months.

Don’t be penny wise, pound foolish and keep yourself informed about all
possible and hidden fees beforehand as they can rack up quite easily!
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G LO B A L H E A LT H
A N D H O S P I TA L
INSURANCE
Healthcare systems in different countries work very differently and
we advise you to get a global health policy in place to cover any
hospital visits, treatments or specialists before making the move.
If you’re moving for work, your employer will normally offer or
require you to have a form of health insurance and assist you with
getting one, too. The International Healthcare Plans by Allianz Care is
a good place to start looking at some policies, including core plan
services like expat assistance programmes, travel security services
and various global health apps.
Additional maternity plans, dental plans and repatriation plans are
also useful if you know you’re going to be away for a significant period.
Local insurance providers like Prudential, AXA and Pacific Prime also
offer global coverage depending on individual needs, so do make
some time to get this right.

→ TIP
If you currently have a local hospitalisation or health plan with a provider in Singapore, it’s worth
checking if you can include global coverage as an add-on! Make sure the insurer covers the costs
directly or on a reimbursement basis. This will determine how much emergency money you need
to set aside if a medical situation arises.
Nicolette Pillay, Singaporean who relocated and lived in London, the United Kingdom for 5 years
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PLANNING YOUR
LIFE ABROAD
From accommodation to pet relocation, we’ve
listed a few key aspects to get you thinking about
what to expect when it comes to the realities and
practicalities of moving abroad.
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FINDING
THE RIGHT
A C C O M M O D AT I O N
Depending on your intended duration of stay, you will need to
decide if you should buy or rent a property. We advise looking
into short-term rentals to kickstart your move.
This gives you more time to look around for better options
when you arrive, view new places (and potential roommates!)
and make sure you’re comfortable with the condition of the flat,
living environment and surrounding neighbourhood before
committing to it for the long haul.
You can also figure out the local transport systems and
give the commute to work a few runs before you settle on
more permanent housing.
On the next few pages, you’ll find some quick house hunting
tips to get you started.
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HOUSING IN
AUSTRALIA
You will usually need to attend the auction or inspection
in person to be able to buy or rent a place in Australia.
If you require short-term accommodation when you
arrive, you can consider finding one on Airbnb or book
a serviced apartment.

→ TIP
Common house-hunting sites such as Realestate.com.au
or Domain usually indicate the inspection dates and
when the house is available from. If you know someone
in the city, you can also ask them to inspect a house for
you – I had a friend do that once before I moved over,
and she sent a house tour video which helped me to
eventually make my decision!
Leanne Lim, Singaporean living in Melbourne, Australia for 3 years

A note on buying
Foreigners can buy property in Australia but are subject to certain restrictions. If you’re still classified
as a non-resident, you’ll need approval from the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) first.
Similar to China, as a non-resident, this property can’t be used for investment and renting purposes.
You can use this guide to find out more.
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HOUSING
IN CHINA
Renting in China can be slightly trickier if you don’t speak the
language, so reputable housing sites like Flat in China, Sublet.
com or a local estate agent can really help you out. Remember
to bring along your passport and visa as they will indicate how
long you’re allowed to stay in China. A few other things to keep
in mind:
Housing Contract: This is one document you want to be crystal
clear about! Try to get a translation of the contract if you
need one and make sure you get confirmation on when the
rent is due each month, penalties for late payment and when
your deposit will be returned. Save a hard copy of the original
document in case there are any discrepancies down the line.
Deposits: This typically ranges from one to six months and
can be quite pricey, so make sure you buffer enough budget
to cover this. You’ll typically get the money back once the
contract ends, so be sure to check the terms and conditions
of getting this amount back in full.
A note on buying
For foreigners looking to buy a property in China, you will
need to have lived in the country for more than 12 months.
There are also restrictions on buying property for investment
purposes. You can refer to this guide on how this process
works for foreigners.

→ TIP
Arrange to meet your landlord in person prior to
signing the contract. While most go through this
process without a hitch, there are some stories of
landlords not returning deposits, going back on contracts
and generally being untrustworthy. Meeting them in
person will give you a good sense of how you feel
about them and lets you make a better judgment.
Sylvia Toh, Singaporean living in Beijing, China for 5 years
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HOUSING IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM
Sparerooms is one of the most comprehensive sites to find
rental apartments, especially if you are moving in on your
own. From direct listing by landlords, to entire apartments
and flatshare listings by fellow roommates, the options are
endless. Rightmove.com is also another popular house hunting
site you can check out.
When going through your contract, be sure to check how
utilities payment, council tax and water bills factor into your
rent. Some landlords require a fixed amount every month
to cover this, while others require that you open your own
account and make payments directly with the council and
utilities suppliers. Living in a flatshare will require further
negotiation on how these bills will be split too.

→ TIP
Be sure to arrange for viewings when looking for an
apartment on Sparerooms. What might be advertised as
a short walk from the tube station might turn out to be
a 15-minute walk along an unsafe street, so you want
to make sure you’re comfortable with all aspects of the
accommodation you’re about to commit to before it’s too late!
Audrey Phoon, Singaporean who relocated and lived in
London, the United Kingdom for 4 years

A note on buying
Renting may be a better choice for foreigners intending to
stay only a few years, as it may be more difficult to recuperate
stamp duty and other costs in the short-term, as well as
potential capital gains tax of 18–28% if you sell the property.
However, there are no legal restrictions on expats buying
property. Foreigners and non-residents are also eligible to get
a mortgage. More information on buying a property can be
found on the Expatica website.
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HOUSING IN THE
U N I T E D S TAT E S
Renting in America usually starts with determining which city you’re
planning to move to. Each city comes with different rules and processes
when it comes to buying or renting houses.
Platforms like Realtor.com and Zillow.com cover the entire country, but
there are also dedicated platforms for different cities and states you
can check out. Foreigners are often asked to pay a higher deposit when
renting, so do factor that into your budget when apartment hunting and
make sure your agent or landlord is clear on the terms and conditions
on how you can get your deposit back.

→ TIP
Decide on the area that you want to live in, speak to people who
are in the area and explore it both in the day and night. Use sites
like Streeteasy.com to get a sense of the market.
Some listings are no-fee so only the landlord pays the agent. There are
also rental buildings where you can liaise directly with the landlords
to negotiate a free month of rent or some additional perks.
Condos and co-ops are alternative options but there may be additional
approval requirements that take time, and you may also need to pay
an agent fee. If you’re looking for something of a shorter commitment,
consider a sublet which is typically lower in tenure.
Norman and Hansen, Singaporeans living in New York, the United States for a year

→ TIP
The New York housing market is very hot so
it’s hard to find a place in advance as things
get snapped up quick. If you’re looking for
specific units, I’d recommend starting the search
1-2 months ahead of your move. You will often be
asked for a guarantor – this could be your family or
friends in the area – and expect to put down many
times your rent to secure an apartment.
Natasha, Singaporean living in New York, the United States for 7 years

A note on buying
There are no specific requirements for foreigners who
wish to buy property in America, if you are eligible
for a Social Security Number. This guide lists some
important considerations for buying a property in
the United States.
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→ Find short-term
accommodation first
whilst you search for
the right house to buy.

→ Find a local agent to
help you with the process
if you can’t speak or
understand Chinese well.

→ Viewings are highly
recommended before
committing to a contract
or deposit payment.

→ Buffer time for viewing
and inspection in person
before submitting the
application to rent an
apartment.

→ Passport and visas
are required as they
determine your allowed
period of stay in China.

→ Be sure to check how
utilities payments,
council tax and water
bills factor into your
overall rent.

→ Get familiar with the
different rules and
processes of each city
when it comes to
buying or renting.
→ Like China, foreigners
in America are often
asked for a higher
deposit when renting.
Be clear on the terms
and conditions on how
you can get your deposit
back before committing.
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E D U C AT I O N

CHILDCARE

When it comes to the education system abroad, it may
not be as clear cut as it is here in Singapore where we
have local and international schools only. You might
need to consider variations such as state-funded
schools, private or international schools, each offering
its own curriculum, teaching style and school activities.

If you’re making the move with family and
younger children who require taking care
of while you’re at work, it’s important to
explore your various childcare options
and the costs and considerations involved.
Here are some first-hand tips to select
the best fit for your needs:

If you’re residing in a country where English is not the
primary language, you might want to ensure that the
school offers and conducts its classes in English.
Depending on the education system, the certification your
child receives will also be different. This is crucial when
your child pursues higher education as different countries
will have different entry requirements. Click to find out
more about the education systems in Australia, China,
the United Kingdom and the United States.

→ TIP
Education in the US is very varied – it really depends on
which neighbourhood you have settled in. The rule of thumb
is that when you are in a good neighbourhood, the school
standards are higher. My son was enrolled in a public middle
school and a high school in our community. The registration
process is near effortless as forms are easily available
online, but you need to provide proof of residential address
when submitting your documents to the school.

Find out what type of care arrangement
is best for you and your child as the fees
will vary accordingly – nanny, au pair,
babysitters may charge by the hour,
while childcare, day care, after school
care could be a weekly or monthly cost.

Use registered directories or
agencies to look for nannies who
are more experienced.

Personal recommendations from
neighbours, friends or your network
are the best!

Joyce Lim, Singaporean living in San Diego, the United States for 5 years
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T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
If you’re moving to a city like
Melbourne, Beijing or New York
for work, you’ll probably get by
comfortably without a car as public
transportation is well connected and
accessible just like in Singapore.
However, if you’re planning on living
in a more suburban area, having a
car will be essential for commuting
to and from work or school.
For short trips during the weekends
or public holidays, car rentals are
also a perfect option if you don’t own
a car. Before you drive off with your
rental, make sure to get the right
insurance, check for defects and
learn the terms and conditions to
get your deposit back.
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BUYING OR RENTING A CAR
Major cities in Australia are well connected
by public transport, but if you end up
living outside the city, a car is definitely
something to consider. More information
on buying a car and documents needed
can be found here.

TRANSPORT
IN AUSTRALIA

If you’re renting a car, you can start
your research with companies like
VroomVroomVroom, Avis and Hertz.
More information on the rental process
can be found here.

→ TIP
Be sure to read the vehicle hire
contracts carefully! Some contracts
may include a clause about the
company making unlimited charges to
your credit card and this is definitely
something you want to avoid. Inspect
the car carefully before driving off
and make sure you have the right
insurance in place.
Jayapathi Sevaraju, Singaporean living in Perth,
Australia for 5 years

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
Public transportation options in Australia include trains, buses, trams and ferries.
There are also various ride sharing options such as Uber, Didi and Ola.
Ride sharing options such as these could be cheaper than other forms of public
transport, especially if you’re travelling with a group of friends. More information
on public transportation services in Australia can be found here.
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TRANSPORT
IN CHINA

BUYING OR RENTING A CAR
Driving in China can be a whole new experience as you’ll first need to get
used to the road signs and directions being in Mandarin. Make sure you’re
comfortable with this before renting. Alternatively, it’s easy to plan your
routes and get around via public transport for a stress-free commute!
If you’re thinking of renting a car for a short trip or weekend getaway, some
trusted sites we’ve used are 58, Avis and Trip. More information on the
rental process can be found here.

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION

→ TIP
First, get yourself a transport card because the entire
network of buses, trains and taxis are linked, which means
you only pay one cheap flat fee to get around. Next, download
Baidu Map (China’s equivalent to Google Maps) when traveling
by foot or taxi. For trains, download the Explore Shanghai app
for metro schedule and route planning. For private car
drivers, Didi is Shanghai’s version of Grab.
The best tip for traveling around Shanghai is to translate
the address in Chinese from Baidu Translate. Searching in
Chinese always produces better results!
Eve Wee-Ang, Singaporean living in China for 10 years

Public transportation options differ from city to city and suburb to suburb,
but generally, the main modes of transport in China include buses,
subway, taxis and e-bikes. Consider renting e-bikes as these can be used
around different cities with minimal commitment needed – something
worth trying if your workplace is close to where you live.

→ TIP
Rush hour in Shanghai can get more hectic and chaotic than in Singapore,
especially since they have 17 rail lines! You need to be smart and active
when entering the train, otherwise you might wait more than an hour just
to get into the next one.
Shanghai is also more advanced in terms of online payment platforms
like WeChat and Alipay, so do set up an account using a UnionPay bank
card (if you don’t have a Chinese bank account just yet). It makes payment
for train rides, and even groceries, much easier!
Asfalilah Talib, Singaporean living in China for 7 years
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BUYING OR RENTING A CAR
The Gov.UK website provides some basic guidelines for buying a car,
including information on registering the vehicles, checks to be done,
tax and insurance matters.
The cost of owning a car can add up, especially if you work in central
London and factor in congestion charges during peak hours and parking.
For a more affordable option, you can also take the National Rail train
service and tubes – it’s a great way to explore and familiarise yourself
with the city and as you familiarise yourself with the town. You can then
decide if you should own a car to get around or choose a more centrally
located accommodation to save time on commute.
Some car rental options include CarRentals and Whatcar. Be sure to
return your rental car with a full tank of gas to avoid extra charges!

→ TIP
When renting a car, make sure you cross check the list of
current flaws/damages associated with the car. The car
rental company will usually place a hold on your credit
card for a deposit amount, which they will deduct from in the
event they find any issues with the car, so you want to avoid
that as far as possible!
Phoebe Lim, Singaporean who lived in London, the United Kingdom for 4 years

TRANSPORT
IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM
PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
You can easily get around by train, tube, coaches,
buses and taxis. Car hire platforms like Uber are also popular
in Central London, to get around with ease! More information
on the public transportation system can be found on
the Lonely Planet website.
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TRANSPORT
IN THE UNITED
S TAT E S

BUYING OR RENTING A CAR
Unless you plan to live in major cities like New York, a car will be quite
essential to get you around each day. Even in well-established cities like
Los Angeles, public transportation can be unreliable and not as connected
as we are used to in Singapore. If you’re moving with family, you’ll also need
to coordinate drop off for schools and more! More information on buying a
car in the United States can be found here, but some general tips are:

CARS .COM

Visit dealerships or individuals
in person and manufacturers’
websites to research car
models, such as cars.com and
autonationusa.com.

Read the car advertisements
closely as details about special
offers and promotions may be
buried in the fine print or may
not be disclosed at all. Learn
more about this here.

Decide whether you want to
buy a new or used car from
an individual or dealers.

US

ED

$
Get price quotes from
several dealers and ask if
it’s before or after rebates
are deducted.

Research different
financing options, as
financing through the
dealers are not mandatory.

If you buy a used car, research
the vehicle’s history here.

You can check out popular rental sites like Hertz, Avis and Sixt. Full details
on the rental process and documents can be found here.
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TRANSPORT
IN THE UNITED
S TAT E S

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
Public transportation will vary from state to state and consists of
a variety of modes, including buses, light rail, subways, commuter
trains, streetcars and trolleys, cable cars, ferries and water taxis,
monorails and tramways. A full breakdown on public transportation
in the United States can be found here and this is a handy guide once
you know where you’ll be moving to specifically.

→ TIP
Intercity buses are a good choice when travelling between
states without a car. They run frequently and often have
overnight options, so it’s a good way to travel and save on
accommodation at the same time!
Winnie Loh, Singaporean living in San Francisco, the United States for 6 years

→ TIP
Try to get a friend to give you an Uber or Lyft promo code for
referral so that both of you can benefit. Via is good for shared
rides and has relatively good pricing too. If you intend to take
the subway to work daily, you can get a monthly pass and most
employers allow you to buy that pass tax-free. Look out for
express train stops as staying around these stops may save you
time on the commute.
Norman and Hansen, Singaporeans living in New York, the United States for a year
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PET
R E LO C AT I O N
Before your move, we strongly suggest making sure your
pet has been fully checked out by a vet in Singapore and
has documents of all vaccinations and license details.
Some countries may have more stringent procedures,
including quarantine time for pets entering, so consider
working with a pet relocation company as this is
something you want to get right to avoid any problems
down the line.
Good places to start looking include PetRelocation, the
International Pet and Animal Transportation Association
(IPATA) and Happy Tails Travel, Inc.
It would be good to understand the pet moving procedures
for different countries here:
i. Australia
ii. China
iii. The United Kingdom
iv. The United States
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FINDING
SINGAPORE
NETWORKS, GROUP
AND ASSOCIATIONS
Overseas missions are a good way of
staying connected to fellow Singaporeans,
with over 50 Singapore overseas missions
worldwide. Locate the nearest Embassy, High
Commission, Permanent Mission, ConsulateGeneral/Consulate and Trade Office here.
Additionally, most countries have a
Singaporean association or cluster that works
to bring together Singaporeans throughout the
year, keeping us in touch with a bit of home.

For networking, a good starting point would
be getting familiar with the Singapore
Global Network, which can connect you to a
community of people who have experienced
a move like yours and have either remained
overseas or relocated back to Singapore.
We also have a team of Representatives based
around the world, whom you can reach out to
for recommendations on online communities
or Facebook groups in the country you’re
looking to relocate to.
You can join us as a member to keep updated on
announcements and network opportunities,or
contact us at hello@singaporeglobalnetwork.com.sg.
You can also find us on Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn, YouTube and WeChat (WeChat ID:
SGGlobalNetwork).

No matter where you are, you can
easily connect with our SGN community by
joining our regional Telegram chats:
SGN Australia / New Zealand
SGN Europe / United Kingdom
SGN North America
SGN Rest of the world (Asia, Africa and
South America)
We look forward to staying connected
with you.
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MAKING
THE MOVE
A checklist for tying up loose ends in Singapore
and other essential administrative matters
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WRAPPING
UP LIFE IN
SINGAPORE
While it’s easy to get caught up planning for your
new life overseas, it’s important to make sure you
wrap up key bits of your life in Singapore before
the move. Here’s a checklist of all the things you
need to consider and get sorted:

01

BANK ACCOUNT
LOGISTICS

02

DOWNGRADE
YOUR MOBILE
LINE

03

UTILITIES
ACCOUNT

04

MAIL
REDIRECTION

05

EXIT PERMIT FOR
NS-ELIGIBLE
MALES

25

01
BANK ACCOUNT
LO G I S T I C S
Make sure you let your bank know that you
will be relocating overseas and what your
new address will be, if you have it. You may
also choose to keep it open in case you need
to make any transactions in Singapore, or in
the event you decide to return to Singapore.

→ TIP
I spoke with my account manager at my local bank and he suggested
I switch from my current account to a different savings account before the
move to remove the need for monthly salary crediting while still holding on
to an account in Singapore, and to avoiding incurring any penalties. He also
helped to facilitate the opening of a UK bank account with the same bank,
getting the paperwork in order before I landed in the UK!
Nicolette Pillay, Singaporean who relocated and lived in the United Kingdom for 5 years
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02

DOWNGRADE YOUR
MOBILE LINE:
Be sure to check the contract end dates with
your mobile provider and plan to settle the
remaining months of the contract if it extends
over your relocation date, to prevent any
accidental rollovers. If you are sure that you
will be relocating for a longer period, you may
want to consider downgrading your phone line
to save costs while still maintaining access to
services in Singapore like MyInfo and SingPass.

03
UTILITIES ACCOUNT
If you own property, cancel your utilities account from SP Services or
any other providers and clear any remaining incurred charges.
If you are a tenant, remind your landlord to have the account
transferred to their next tenant’s names. If you have any service
contracts like phone-service and Cable TV, don’t forget to
contact your service providers to cancel them as well!
27

→ TIP
If you’re a Singapore Citizen or a PR, remember to update your
change of residential address online within 28 days of moving
(whether your residence is located in or outside of Singapore).

04

MAIL
REDIRECTION
Don’t miss out on important mail while
overseas! Apply for mail redirection at any
Post Office in Singapore by downloading an
application form online, bringing it to a post
office and making payment. Click here for more
information on mail redirection service by
Singapore Post.

EXIT PERMIT FOR
NS-ELIGIBLE MALES

05

This will apply to males relocating for further education or
professional reasons, but are still liable for National Service (NS)
under our Enlistment Act. Exit Permit requirements are necessary
to ensure that NS-liable males who reside overseas at a young age
or have gone overseas to study will return to Singapore to fulfil their
NS responsibilities. Be sure to check if this applies to you and make the
arrangements to get an Exit Permit if so.
28

OT H E R
ESSENTIAL
TO - D O S

There is nothing worse than being
overseas and realising you missed
sorting out admin related issues like
taxes or ID renewal. The responsible
thing to do is to make sure you get
these things in order before you
leave to avoid any future surprises!
Key things to note are:
Health Checks and
Recommended Vaccinations
Passport and NRIC Renewal
Download SingPass Mobile
E-registering with MFA
Register as Overseas Voter
Getting an International
Driver’s License
Flights
Logistics
Furniture and Household Items
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H E A LT H C H E C K S
AND RECOMMENDED
VA C C I N AT I O N S
This is often something that can slip through the cracks of your
priority list, especially when there seems to be other more pressing
issues at hand! We highly advise you to check the timelines
stipulated by different countries on the validity of these checks. This
will ensure that you don’t run the risk of your health checks being
outdated when it’s finally time for you to leave or apply for any visas.
We’ve broken down the key vaccinations you need before moving to
Australia, China, the United Kingdom and the United States in the chart.

→ TIP
Bringing some familiar medication from home was especially
helpful as I navigated my move, especially in the initial weeks
when I wasn’t feeling 100% well and had yet to find out where
I could go to buy what I needed.

Australia:
Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, yellow fever, Japanese
encephalitis, rabies, meningitis, polio, measles,
Mumps and Rubella (MMR), Tdap (tetanus,
diphtheria and pertussis), chickenpox, shingles,
pneumonia and influenza.

China:
Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, Typhoid, Yellow Fever,
Japanese Encephalitis, Rabies.

Shelly Yeo, Singaporean living in Shanghai, China for 3 years

The United Kingdom and The United States:
Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, rabies, meningitis,
polio, measles, Mumps and Rubella (MMR), Tdap
(Tetanus, diphtheria and pertussis), chickenpox,
shingles, pneumonia and influenza.
30

PA S S P O R T A N D
N R I C R E N E WA L
If you’ve received a letter to renew your passport or NRIC, do it
immediately! Most airlines will only permit you to travel with at least six
months validity on your passport. If you plan to be away for longer, it’s a
good idea to make sure the validity covers the length of your entire stay.
You can apply for a new passport via the Immigration & Checkpoints
Authority (ICA)’s Application for Passport On-line Electronic System (APPLES).
Alternatively, you may submit your application at the nearest Singapore
Overseas Mission. If you don’t manage to get this done in time, you can
apply for a passport renewal overseas. This is a longer process but
crucial in a pinch! You can find useful information on how to get this
done at the ICA website.
If you’ve been informed to renew your NRIC, you can submit your
application online and check its status using the e-Service.
The processing time is three working days, and you’ll need to
prepare a digital photo and payment.

D O W N LO A D
S I N G PA S S M O B I L E
Having your SingPass registered is a convenient way to access
government services while abroad! This one-stop app will allow
you to keep up to date on your mortgage with HDB, CPF, IRAS tax
and much more. We recommend you get this app downloaded
before leaving the country in case you run into connection issues
when trying to download it overseas. This helpful FAQ will answer
all you need to know.
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E - R E G I S T E R I N G W I T H M FA
Regardless of whether you are travelling abroad for study, work or
leisure, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) eRegister system allows all
Singapore citizens to record information about your travel itinerary.
We highly encourage you to take that extra bit of time to register with MFA
as it allows them to keep a record of the country you’re residing, where
you live and reach out to offer any assistance in the event of emergencies
or crisis. Registration can be done via your SingPass account.
For additional security, here are some key contacts to reach out to if you
need emergency consular assistance (in cases of arrest, repatriation,
accidents, illnesses, natural disasters, etc.) while overseas:
→ MFA (during office hours from Monday to Friday,
9am to 4.30pm) - (+65) 6379 8000
→ MFA Duty Office (24 hours) - (+65) 6379 8800

REGISTER AS
OVERSEAS VOTER
Moving overseas doesn’t mean you lose your right to vote in
Singapore’s General Elections! You can apply to the Elections
Department to be registered as an overseas elector. This allows
you to cast your vote at one of the 10 overseas polling stations,
which are located within 10 designated Singapore High Commissions,
Embassies or Consulates in countries an cities. Find your nearest
polling station here. This is a great way to still stay involved in shaping
Singapore’s future.
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GETTING AN
I N T E R N AT I O N A L
DRIVER’S LICENSE
While you can typically use your Singaporean license to drive in
Australia, China, the United Kingdom and the United States, most
countries will require you to either get an international license or
convert your foreign driver’s license to a local one after a year.
If you’re planning on staying for the long term, we advise getting
this license sorted before you leave, as it will guarantee your ability
to rent or drive without any issues!

We’ve included some details on the license rules
in each of these countries and how to convert your
Singapore license should you decide to further
down the line:
i. Australia – Depending on which state you’re in,

the laws and driving regulations will differ. Some
require you to carry an International Licence with
your current foreign licence, others request you
carry your current foreign driver’s licence together
with a formal translation of yours into English.

ii. China – Your national or international driver’s

permit is, unfortunately, not valid in China.
Converting your local license to a China driving
licence will be the only way to legally drive once
you get to China.

iii. The United Kingdom – If you’ve stayed in Great

Britain for more than 185 days, you cannot
exchange your licence but can drive for up to 12
months on your foreign licence. After 12 months,
you’ll need to take the theory and practical tests
to get a Great Britain issued driving licence.

iv. The United States – Some states require you to

have an International Driving Permit (IDP) and
a valid license from your own country. Contact
the motor vehicle department of each state you
will be driving to find out its requirements.
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FLIGHTS
Booking a flight can be an overwhelming process,
especially when it involves multiple airports, transport
options and connections before landing at your
destination. Remember to check restricted items –
countries like Australia have strict bio-security laws
so knowing what you’re allowed to bring into your
destination country is crucial.
Here are some recommended platforms for scouring
the best flights and deals: Momondo, Kayak, Expedia,
Skyscanner and Singapore Airlines.

→ TIP
Be sure to plan out the transport options from the
airport to your final destination too. Having a flight
that lands too late might mean that trains and
buses are no longer running, making this final leg
of the journey tricky and should best be avoided!
Gloria Ang, Singaporean living in Melbourne, Australia
for 2 years
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LO G I S T I C S
CLOTHES
Depending on the location and season,
you might need to pack your luggage quite
differently. We’d recommend planning your
move to coincide with the summer months in
your destination country to ease the transition
and reduce the need for bulky clothing in your
luggage, but understandably, this might not
always be an option.
If you’re going to be moving in the middle
of winter or the colder months of the year,
consider taking a good coat and warm
innerwear and make use of online platforms
like eBay, the Carousell mobile app or online
stores to stock up on seasonal wear.

→ TIP
Seasonal wear is often much cheaper
in the destination country – in my
case Australia. I moved in summer
and this gave me the opportunity to
buy off-season clothes at a significant
discount and build a wardrobe ready
for the colder months.
Sharon Thevari, Singaporean living in Toowomba,
Australia for 10 years

→ TIP
Make sure you get a sense of your
accommodation space before committing to
shipping items over! There are a large number
of consignment stores and thrift stores where
I managed to find quality furniture at bargain
prices and this allowed me to furnish my new
apartment quickly, with full knowledge of what
was going to fit.
Sharon Thevari, Singaporean living in Toowomba, Australia
for 10 years

FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
Compare the cost of shipping bulky furniture over
to your destination country versus buying items off
eBay or other secondhand platforms or stores when
you get there. Companies like DHL and FedEx will
usually ship anything you need by weight but bear
in mind that these costs do add up alarmingly fast.
This isn’t a concern if you’ve managed to get relocation
expenses covered by your new employer or as part of
your relocation package. But if you’re responsible for
these expenses yourself, you might want to think twice
and purchase furniture after you arrive.
Check the voltage of appliances you’re planning
to shift over from Singapore as this will save you
unnecessary shipping costs for incompatible items.
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SETTLING IN

You’ve finally made the big move! Now it’s all about setting
up your new life and getting some practical nuts and bolts
in place – from creating a local bank account to getting your
own mobile line – to truly start living like a local.
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OPENING A
BANK ACCOUNT
Having a local bank account is crucial for
your employers to credit your salary and
to facilitate day to day transactions.
Our main advice when it comes to banking
is to first check if your bank in Singapore
can assist with opening a corresponding
account in your destination country, as
that skips a large part of the paperwork.

BANKING IN
AUSTRALIA

CHINA

→ TIP

To open a bank account in Australia,
expats who have newly arrived can do
so during the first six weeks of their
stay with just their passport – much
easier than some of the other countries.
Full details on how to get this done is
included in this guide.

Expats will need a variety of supporting
documents such as a valid passport,
work permit and proof of address.
We’d recommend that you call the bank
ahead to confirm the necessary documents
required. Banks will normally provide a
debit card when you open an account.
More information can be found in this guide.

You will need to bring along your Residence
Permit (if you’re a trailing spouse) or your
Work Employment Letter to open a bank
account. Most importantly, you would need to
have a local China number which is registered
under the same passport for account opening!
I would suggest that you call the bank ahead
of your trip down to ensure you have all the
right documents prepared as regulations in
China do change quite often.

The four major banks in Australia are
ANZ, Commonwealth Bank of Australia,
National Australia Bank, and Westpac.

Some banks to look for in China are
Agricultural Bank of China, Bank of China,
Citibank, Construction Bank of China,
HSBC and ICBC.

Eve Ng, Singaporean living in Shanghai, China
for a year
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BANKING IN
THE UNITED KINGDOM
Expats will need to provide proof of income and employment, evidence of a local address
and a passport. For those who have yet to secure a permanent accommodation, you can
request your employer for use of your company address as the proof of address, which
would function as your reference as well. More information on opening an account in the
United Kingdom can be found here.
Some banks to look for are Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds TSB, NatWest,
Royal Bank of Scotland and Santander.

THE UNITED STATES
To open a bank account in the United States,
you need to head down to a physical bank
location where you will be advised on the
documents you need. These documents
typically include a government issued ID, Social
Security Number if you have one, proof of
physical address and your visa papers. Some
Singaporeans have also found that opening an
American account of a bank that they already
bank with in Singapore helps to smoothen the
process. More information on the bank account
opening process can be found here.
Some banks to look for are Bank of America,
Barclays, Citibank, HSBC, J. P. Morgan Chase,
Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo and Goldman Sachs.

→ TIP
If you’re looking for
convenience, they have the
greatest number of Chase
branches in Manhattan.
Venmo is a popular app that
allows you to transfer money
to friends and pay for
purchases. It’s highly
recommended and very
intuitive to use.
Natasha, Singaporean living in
New York, the United States for 7 years
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S TAY I N G C O N N E C T E D A B R O A D

AU

CN

UK

US

Simply buy a SIM card
from any mobile store, buy
some airtime and you are
ready to go. Remember to
bring your passport along
with you to register for a
new number!

You’ll be able to get a mobile
SIM card from any mobile
shop like EE, O2, Three, and
Vodafone on the high street
or shopping centres like
Westfields. More information
can be found here.

There are many Wireless
Priority Service (WPS)
providers including AT&T and
Verizon Wireless. You can buy
a SIM card from convenience
stores and retailers or from
the companies’ retail stores.

If you’re planning on a
long stay, a contract plan
with China Mobile, China
Telecom or China Unicorn
is probably the way to go. If
you’re living in a temporary
accommodation, opt from
the wide range of prepaid
Internet access cards
available.

The main internet providers
are Sky Broadband, Virgin
Media, TalkTalk and
Plusnet. Setting up internet
might can be done remotely.
You can ask for internet
dongles from these same
providers, which usually
come with a fixed bandwidth
and data but works well if
used for a short term.

The main providers for
internet are Xfinity and

MOBILE
Get help on choosing a
mobile plan and learn how
you can either get a new
number from a telco such
as Telstra, Optus, Vodafone,
and Circles.Life, or buy a
custom number for your
business here.
INTERNET
The National Broadband
Network (NBN) gives
Australians access to fast
internet services. Major
fixed broadband service
providers in Australia
include Telstra, Optus,
Macquarie Telecom and
Vodafone Australia.

Frontier Communications.

More information on the
various providers and
broadband can be found
here and based on your
location. Once you’ve
chosen your service and
provider, you can either
self-install or get a
technician to do it.
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Check your contract and the terms for utilities
payment and make sure you’re clear on how this
will work for you before committing to any lease.
Payment systems for different countries, especially
China, are more intricate than some of the other
countries so it’s worth looking into and making sure
you have a good sense of how the whole utilities
process works in each of these countries:
i. Australia – You can call the individual providers
to find out the plans available or seek help
of a specialist provider who can make all the
arrangements for you.
ii. China – If you are renting, utilities are charged
separately, and it is also dependent on building
features (e.g. newer buildings have energy-saving
technologies). Rates are generally higher during
winter and summer.

SETTING UP
UTILITIES
Your choice of accommodation and type of lease will impact
the way utilities work for you. In some places, you’d have to
open a utilities account and take charge of the costs under
your name, while some landlords collect a fixed amount
every month to cover all utility bills.

iii. United Kingdom – If you’re renting property, your
rental agent or landlord may be able to arrange
your utilities if it’s not already provided. If you are
buying property however, you will need to arrange
your own utilities.
iv. United States – Find out on the various providers
in your area online and by speaking to your real
estate agent, landlord, property management
company or the previous homeowner. There will
be usually only one provider option for electricity,
gas, water, sewer and trash collection because
these are public utilities.
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LO C A L
TA X AT I O N L A W S
It’s always a good idea to get familiar with the
local taxation laws in your destination country
as this will help you work out the proportion of
income tax you’ll need to pay, and the different
rates for residents and non-residents.
More information on the local taxation laws in
each of our key destination countries can be
found below:
i. Australia – Includes tax rates for residents,
foreign residents, children and working
holiday makers – there’s even a handy
tax calculator to help you calculate your
taxable income.
ii. China – How to calculate individual income
tax, tax eligibility and knowing other types of
taxes in China
iii. The United Kingdom – What you need to know
about income tax rates and personal allowances.
iv. The United States – For everything you need to
know on filing taxes, state and local taxes,
tax return status, small businesses taxes
and more.
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I N T E G R AT I N G
INTO YOUR
HOST COUNTRY

Get to know the culture and language of your new home
country, while staying connected to your Singaporean roots
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READING
UP ON THE
C U LT U R E
While getting to know a new culture should
come along naturally as you immerse yourself
more in your working and social life overseas,
it’s always a good idea to get a sense of what
you’re going into, simple do’s and don’ts, local
slangs (yes, even in English-speaking countries!)
and the way of life so that you’re well prepared.
Your new friends and colleagues will be all the
more appreciative of you for taking the time to
understand their culture!
We’ve included some quick links to
understanding more about the culture
(including religion and beliefs), customs,
etiquette and business practices in Australia,
China, the United Kingdom and the United States.
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LEARNING
THE LANGUAGE

Other than getting used to some local slang, accents and different
ways of greetings, integrating into Australia, the United Kingdom and
the United States should be generally smooth sailing as English is the
main language spoken in these countries. However, if English isn’t your
native language and you would like to immerse yourself further into the
language, we’ve included some information on language centres in each
of these countries.
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LEARNING
THE LANGUAGE
IN
AUSTRALIA

IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM

IN THE
U N I T E D S TAT E S

Click here for more information about
English courses in Australia.

UK Language Centres (UKLC) offers
English programmes in one-to-one
or group lessons.

There are several affiliated programs
and online language resources under
the Director of National Intelligence.
Find more information here.

Communicaid - Communicaid’s Living &
Working in Australia courses are designed
to respond to the needs of international
assignees by providing practical
information and advice on the various
aspects of living and working in Australia.

The London School of English offers
lessons for general, academic, exam,
business and professional English courses.
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IN CHINA
For Singaporeans who understand a basic level of Mandarin,
it will be easier to get by in China. However, for those who have a
different mother tongue, the language barrier will be one of the
trickier aspects of assimilating into China.
Pleco, a translation app, is one helpful way of navigating this
barrier. WeChat also has a handy in-app translator when you’re
on the go.
While nothing beats mixing around with locals and picking up the
language along the way, some programmes that are helpful in
providing you with a good foundation include:
→ Center for Study Abroad (CSA): CSA is one of the best places
to study Chinese in China on a budget. Through CSA, you can
learn Chinese at Beijing Language and Culture University
(BCLU) with affordable academic programs.
→ LTL Mandarin School: LTL Mandarin School is an excellent
place to learn Chinese as well, featuring a mix of language
and culture classes. Learn Mandarin in small group classes
across Beijing, Shanghai, Taipei, Beihai, Chengdu, Xi’an,
Chengde, or in Singapore.

→ TIP
My tip is to be “thick-skinned” and continue speaking your
Singaporean Mandarin shamelessly so that the locals
will equally be tickled by you and both of you can have
fun learning from each other! My favourite slang: when
someone says 担心 (“dan xin”) in Singapore, they mean it in a
precautionary way and that there is something to be worried
about. In China however, the same words are said in a caring
and positive way to remind you to “please be careful”.
Eve Wee-Ang, Singaporean in China for 10 years
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KEEPING
IN TOUCH
While your overseas adventure might be the only thing on your mind,
don’t forget to check in with your friends and family back in Singapore
from time to time. They are an important support system as you settle
down and start building your new network and life abroad. It’s also a
good way to keep up with the news and latest developments back home.
→ WeChat – widely used in China, with not only a communication
app, but also a social media app and a digital payment method.
→ Telegram – a messenger app with around 200 million
users worldwide.

→ TIP
I found it priceless to get my grandparents connected on WhatsApp and
taught them how to use Skype and Zoom before leaving for my studies in
the US. There was no replacement for seeing their faces on video and
this allowed them to feel connected to me despite the distance and see
what was going on in my life.
Audrey Phoon, Singaporean who relocated and lived in London, the United Kingdom for 4 years

→ TIP

As WhatsApp can’t be accessed in China, I highly recommend
convincing your friends and family to download WeChat to stay in
touch with you. Your video calls will be a lot smoother with WeChat!
Shelly Yeo, Singaporean living in Shanghai, China for 3 years
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The gladdest moment in
human life is a departure
into unknown lands.
- Sir Richard Burton

Moving to a new country can be as exciting as it is
daunting. We hope the information and the tips from
our community have given you a better preparation
of all you need to know on the steps to take before
making the move, but not forgetting that we will be
here to guide you on your new journey, and always
ready to welcome you home.
If you would like to connect with someone who’s
previously made the move from Singapore and learn
about their experiences first-hand, contact us at
hello@singaporeglobalnetwork.sg!
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